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Episodes
Dark Matters
Dark matter makes up 85% of the mass of the universe and is responsible for its underlying structure. Yet it doesn’t emit or absorb light. We can
only observe how it pulls and tugs on other things. But scientists at Stanford have pioneered new visualization methods, based on massive
computer simulations, that allow them to see and study dark matter in ways that have never before been possible.
Decoding Our Senses
We live in a world where our eyes and ears are almost constantly bombarded with colors, shapes, textures and noises of all types. How exactly do
our brains translate these sights and sounds into meaningful images and words? At the University of California, Berkeley, two groups of scientists
are finding tantalizing new answers to this question. Their remarkable successes at reconstructing what our brains see and hear offer hope for
future life-changing technologies.
A Life-Saving Diet?
Why do our bodies wear out as we grow old? Meet Charles Mobbs, a scientist at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York. By trying to answer
this mysterious question, he and his team have found what could be a way to do something long thought impossible: reverse kidney damage
caused by diabetes.
Whisker Wonders
When we touch something, how do sensations from our hands get translated into perceptions by our brains? Meet two scientists who are trying to
answer that question with a curious tool: rat whiskers. Just like hands are to humans, whiskers are rats’ primary sensors of touch. Analyzing how
whisker sensations get processed by rats’ brains is providing a powerful model that’s helping reveal the mysteries of our own sense of touch.

Blueprint for the Brain
How can three pounds of jelly inside our skulls enable us to do everything that makes us human? For centuries, scientists have been fascinated and
puzzled by the mysterious workings of the brain. Now, for the first time, they can re-create in the computer the shapes of every one of the billions of
nerve cells that make up our brains, the component parts of the intricate neural circuits that allow us to move, see and hear, to feel and to think.
Armed with this new tool, scientists are beginning to decipher the secrets of the brain’s architecture, which may one day enable us to build smart
technologies that surpass the capabilities of anything we have today.
The $1 Microscope
Manu Prakash and his colleagues from Stanford University have invented a foldable microscope–called a Foldscope–that can be made for less
than a dollar and has the potential to bring the power of microscopy to people who have never used a microscope before.
Ancient DNA
At the University of California, Santa Cruz, Beth Shapiro and Ed Green are trying to understand how populations, species and ecosystems change
through time, particularly in response to environmental and other changes in their habitat. They use the latest experimental and computational
approaches to analyze genetic information isolated from fossil and archived remains.
Mysteries of the Ocean
In a lab at MIT, Roman Stocker is spying on the lives of microbes. He and his colleagues try to visualize—and understand—microscopic processes in
the ocean that happen at a scale so small we have never before been able to observe them clearly in action in the ocean environment. Many of
the most essential actions in the ocean happen at the scale of a micron, which is about 1,000 times smaller than a millimeter, or one one-millionth
of a meter. To put this in perspective, a human hair is about 40-50 microns wide. Often they involve micron-sized bacteria, which are the smallest
and most abundant life form on earth.
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